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Chop Cut Rebuild TV on Speed Channel Premiers February 19 at 7pm EST

What happens when a lifestyle-automotive-magazine series roars into the world of
documentaries and music videos...? Chop, Cut, Rebuild TV… CCR Television!

Huntington Beach, CA (PRWEB) February 13, 2004 -- What happens when a lifestyle-automotive-magazine
series roars into the world of documentaries and music videos...? Chop, Cut, Rebuild TV… CCR Television!

Get revved up and ready… The World Premiere of Chop, Cut, Rebuild… arrives on Fox’s Speed Channel –
Thursday, February 19th at 7pm EST 8pm PST. CCR Television is a new 26 episode series appealing to
everyone from sidewalk dreamers to pro piston heads… Got an eye for Cool Custom Rides? CCR Television is
a fast paced, hands-on look at the world of automotive customization and restoration. Youwon't see any
contrived studio sets on CCR TV - real working shops, real technicians, real projects, real frustrations, real
secrets, real deadlines, real insight... REAL… sweatin’… TV.

Every episode of CCR Television follows a new element in the step-by-step journey of four unique vehicles as
they go from barnyard strays to showroom queens - one phase at a time. We reveal the true art and process of
restoring and modifying some of the most desirable automobiles imaginable. Everything from a classic big
block 1970 Chevelle SS - to a modern all-wheel drive 2002 Subaru WRX - ripped apart, chopped, cut, and
rebuilt on camera. And we don't hold back on the obstacles - we deliver them hot, frantic and workable.

Produced by Frank Sicoli and hosted by Dan Woods, who you may or may not know for his role as Mr. Raditch
in the Emmy award winning Degrassi series.

For an exciting insight into the series, visit our site at: www.ccr.tv
Watch Fox Speed Channel,
February 19th at 7pm EST/8pm PST and every Thursday night at 7pm EST/8pm PST
as we raise the hood on
Chop, Cut, Rebuild TV… CCR Television!
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Contact Information
Frank Sicoli
WASINC.
http://www.ccr.tv
888-888-8888

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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